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Despite having an unrivaled Chilimac, Hard Times is not incredibly unique. Large companies obviously make great
targets for cyber-attacks because they frequently have huge stores of valuable data that can be sold to identity thieves
and other criminals. But Hard Times is perfect, if unfortunate, evidence that no business, regardless of size, is immune to
these threats. Worse yet, the pain suffered from cyber-attacks for small to mid-size businesses (SMBs) is frequently more
acute than those felt by large companies. Over 30 people went without pay while Hard Times' doors were shut to
customers as they worked to recover from the attack.
Cybersecurity encompasses many areas of expertise, and, unfortunately, the perception of complexity intimidates many
small businesses from doing much of anything to protect themselves. While other small business owners make underinformed decisions based on a combination of a lack of knowledge and aggressive cybersecurity sales tactics that exploit
their fear.
But, there is good news. Although the technical details of cybersecurity are indeed complex, the information you need to
make smart decisions is not. In fact, much of the information is more commonsensical than you may have thought.
Additionally, cybersecurity is much more than set of technological risks to be addressed. There are organizational and
legal components to cybersecurity as well.
In this whitepaper, we describe key cybersecurity considerations that small and mid-size business executives should
understand.

It might seem counterintuitive to think that cybersecurity starts with what is essentially paperwork and ceremony, without
actually doing anything concrete to protect systems. But governance is critical to an organization's cybersecurity.
Governance is the combination of the corporate tone and leadership and the policies and procedures that grant authorities
and assign responsibilities.
There are a number of reasons why governance is critical:

Good cyber policies and procedures
essentially outline your company’s plan for
cybersecurity. And like anything in business,
a good plan is critical to good execution. A
scattershot approach to cybersecurity
inevitably leads to errors in implementations,
gaps in your defenses, and inefficient
investment choices.

A governance structure demonstrates to the workforce
that cybersecurity is important to leadership. And when
issues are important to leadership, staff are more likely
to take those same issues seriously. Likewise, an
issue that appears unimportant to leadership is almost
certain to be ignored by staff.

Governance also provides authority to the IT
and business managers to ensure that best
practices are followed. In organizations
without documented authority limits, IT staff
can be pressured by powerful employees to
make allowances that may jeopardize
organizational cybersecurity. A governance
structure empowers the IT staff to say,
“Sorry, I’m not allowed to do that” or “Sure, I
can do that, but I need authorization from the
CEO first.”

By assigning responsibility, individuals are accountable
when an activity is not performed. Without assigning
responsibility, critical activities are bound to fall through
the cracks. Suppose your business uses a web-based
scheduling and payment software, and the software
vendor issues an update that corrects a critical security
flaw. Without polices that assign responsibilities to
specific staff to update the software, the exploit is more
likely to be unpatched, and an attacker could exploit
that flaw to gain access to your website. This access
could result in far-reaching consequences, like
installing malware on your customers' computers,
stealing their information, or turning the server into a
botnet node sending millions of spam emails to your
vendors and customers.2

Governance is the combination of the corporate tone and leadership with the policies and procedures that assign
responsibilities and demand compliance. It’s your cybersecurity plan. Just as you create a plan before you do many
things in business, it’s important to document your organization’s approach to cybersecurity.
All this begs the question, “Where do I start?” The following sections outline the critical cybersecurity areas for which
every business should have policies and procedures. They are not, by any stretch, all of the cybersecurity concerns a
business should consider, but they are a great starting point for an organization starting to seriously think about their
cybersecurity.

Everyone reading this knows where all the doors and windows in their homes are. And I'm sure that you tend to keep your
windows locked and check that your doors are locked before you leave the house or go to bed at night. And some readers
may have security systems with automatic intrusion detection and connectivity to emergency services built-in.
When it comes to cybersecurity, the fundamental process is no
different. You first need identify all your cyber-doors and cyberwindows, then secure them. Just like actual doors and windows
are at the boundary of your homes, cyber-doors and cyberwindows reside at any boundary where your data, devices, or
transactions meet or move across the unsecured open internet.
The following are some of the most common cyber-doors and
cyber-windows into an organization.

Every piece of software on your company computers and
servers is a potential attack surface. Hackers regularly develop
malware and attacks designed to exploit weaknesses identified in software. Generally, the more common a piece of
software is, the more hackers invest time into developing exploits. Microsoft Office products, Adobe Acrobat Reader, and
Adobe Flash are some of the most popular targets for exploits.
Most organizations are likely to see a ransomware attack at some point. When a malicious file is opened on a computer
with unpatched software, the exploit allows the attacker to
execute their own software. With ransomware, the attacker’s
code puts a password between you and your files and
generally requires a Bitcoin payment to obtain the password.
1. In policy, assign responsibility for
maintaining an inventory of installed
software.
2. In policy, assign responsibility for installing
updates to software.
3. Uninstall software that is unnecessary to
perform work activities.
4. If practical, restrict users from installing
software on their computers.

The good news here is that Microsoft, Adobe, and others are
typically attentive to known exploits and regularly release
security updates to patch vulnerabilities in their software.
Simply keeping software up-to-date mitigates most of this risk.
Before you can reliably keep software up-to-date, you must
know what software is installed. Therefore, it is important that
organizations maintain an inventory of the software installed
on organizational computers and servers. Once you know
what software is installed on what devices, your team will be
better equipped to keep software up-to-date.

It is also important to know what hardware is installed on your network. Just like software, hardware can also be used as
an attack vector. Many find it surprising that most of the hardware in your office (e.g., printers, cameras, routers, etc.)
have updatable software called firmware. When manufacturers identify flaws and security weaknesses, they release
updated firmware, which should be installed timely.

Perhaps the most important aspect of your hardware inventory is identifying hardware that comes with default login
credentials or other unsecured-by-default settings. For example, Wi-Fi routers are typically configured with default login
credentials to ease the installation process. These credentials are public information, usually retrievable from the
manufacturer’s website and can provide easy access to an attacker. These login credentials should be changed, and if
the product is unsecured-by-default to ease installation, it is a good idea to alter the configuration to a secure mode.
If hardware is not patched or configured to a secure
mode, attackers can turn the devices into botnet nodes
used to mount attacks on other companies. Recently,
krebsonsecurity.com was attacked with 620 Gigabits per
second of data primarily originating from thousands of
unsecure hardware devices residing in homes and
businesses.3 That is roughly the amount of data that
would be transmitted per second if you were to watch
15,500 Blu-Ray movies at the same time. Additionally,
attackers may use access to unsecure hardware as a
staging point to mount other attacks against your
organization.

1. In policy, assign responsibility for maintaining an
inventory of hardware. Specify which hardware
comes with default passwords or other unsecureby-default settings.
2. In policy, assign responsibility for approving the
addition of new hardware to your network.
3. In policy, assign responsibility for updating
hardware with latest security patches.

Just about every organization today entrusts a service provider with sensitive data. Some common examples include:
email, your webhost, payroll service, web-based customer relationship manager, accounting firms, law firms, backup
services, and even maintenance workers and janitorial service providers.
It’s true that when data is processed and stored by a service provider, you expect them to be responsible stewards of your
data. After all, you don’t have the ability to implement cybersecurity controls at their place of business.
It’s also true, however, that you still have some responsibilities and capabilities to protect the data. Businesses should
first inventory all the organizations to whom they entrust data and, to the extent practical, evaluate their security prior to
retaining their services and on a periodic basis. Evaluations should consider the criticality and sensitivity of the data to
which the service organization has access.
The recently formed Vendor Security Alliance, a non-profit funded by several technology giants, published a questionnaire
that you can ask your service providers to answer. 4 Based on their responses, you will have additional information from
which you can more adequately judge whether or not the protections afforded by the provider meet your needs.

1. In policy, assign responsibility for maintaining an inventory of service providers that have access (logical
or physical) to your data, transactions, and hardware.
2. Verify that each of your current vendors meets your security needs.
3. Periodically re-verify that vendors are meeting your security needs. Vendors who process critical data
may be assessed more regularly than those who do not.

Your Internet connection connects your company’s network to the rest of cyberspace. But your company has private data
that you don't want others to see, so it is important to have, at a minimum, a barrier to separate your internal network from
the open internet. A firewall is a piece of hardware or software
that controls the data coming into and leaving your network
according to rules that you can define. If data attempts to get
into your network in violation of those filtering rules, it is rejected.
Likewise, a firewall can prevent data from being sent out of the
network in violation of those rules. For example, a firewall may
block access to websites known to contain malware.
Wi-Fi (wireless) networks provide great convenience for staff.
However, that convenience also presents risks that must be
contained. Wardriving is the act of driving in a vehicle with
special equipment that allows attackers to discover unsecured or
poorly protected Wi-Fi networks. Once connected to the
network, attackers have a much easier time deploying malware, stealing sensitive data, or installing backdoors that can
be sold to other cyber-criminals.
Any organization that uses Wi-Fi should be using the latest and greatest encryption available in their hardware, which
should say WPA-2 PSK (AES). Unfortunately, many organizations and homes still use encryption protocols, such as
Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), that have been compromised. Still others go completely without any wireless network
protections. Thankfully, encrypting network traffic is typically easy to do once logged into the router.
Older Wi-Fi routers may have a setting called Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS). This is a network security feature that has
well-known exploits and should be disabled.
When employees leave the organization, they should not retain access to the corporate network. Organizations that use
a pre-shared key to access the Wi-Fi network should change the password to prevent further access by separated
employees. Note that if an organization is
large enough that changing a pre-shared key
to access the Wi-Fi becomes a frequent
occurrence and burdensome to staff, then you
1. In policy, assign responsibility for securing the company
will likely need a more complex setup with a
networks.
RADIUS server.
2. Deploy a firewall to the network boundary that is
Many businesses provide visitors
configured to allow only the data in and out
complimentary internet access via the Wi-Fi
across protocols and ports necessary for the business.
network. Visitors, however, should not have
3. Secure the Wi-Fi network. At a minimum:
access to your company network unless
absolutely necessary. By allowing visitors to
a. Use strong passphrases if you use a pre-shared key.
connect to your company network, you are
b. Change the password if someone separates from the
exposing it to any malware, exploits, or other
company.
vulnerabilities that may be on the visitor’s
computer. Businesses that wish to provide
c. Do not allow guests to connect to the corporate
internet access to visitors should create a
network. Use a separate guest network instead.
separate guest network. Many Wi-Fi routers,
d. Disable WPS.
even some consumer routers, have this
functionality built-in.

The security industry is in a constant tug-of-war with the cyber-crime industry. And there may be no better example than
email-borne malware attacks. Attackers are constantly finding new ways to defeat virus scanners, malware filters, and
spam filters. For example, cyber-criminals that sell malware to other criminals have created a process whereby they
continuously scramble the code of their malware
in a process called crypting until antivirus
software can no longer detect it. In response, the
security industry is working to improve their
1. In policy, assign responsibility for blocking malicious
detection functions.
inbound email.
Anti-virus and SPAM/malware filters remain
critical parts of organizational cybersecurity.
Although user security awareness training is
necessary in the fight against email-borne
attacks, the best way to stop attacks is by
preventing them from reaching inboxes in the first
place.

2. Install a SPAM and malware filter.
3. Block all files if the file type is not necessary for your
business.
4. Install anti-virus software on all user computers.
5. Ensure anti-virus and SPAM/malware filters remain
up-to-date.

Many organizations today allow all or some employees to access their email over their mobile device. Other
organizations have company-issued laptops that are constantly on the move. The more physical devices move, the more
likely they are to be lost or stolen.
If a device with sensitive data is lost or stolen and the device is not properly protected, it can be considered a data breach
requiring notification of the affected parties and may produce a liability for your organization. In 2009, the Department of
Veteran Affairs settled a $20 million class-action lawsuit brought about by the theft of a laptop that contained personal
information of 26.5 million active-duty military members.5
However, if a device with sensitive data is lost or stolen and is properly secured, it does not present a breach risk.
There are two primary methods of protecting data on mobile devices. First, data on mobile devices can be encrypted to
prevent unauthorized access to the phone without the passcode. Second, the ability to remotely wipe the data on a
device further protects data from falling into the wrong hands.

1. In policy, assign responsibility for maintaining an inventory of physical devices with company data
that leave your corporate premises.
2. In policy, require that, at a minimum, sensitive information on mobile devices is encrypted such that
the data is irretrievable to anyone but company employees.
3. If possible, configure the ability to remotely wipe the device in the event it is lost or stolen.
4. Require employees to report lost or stolen equipment that contains company data immediately,
regardless of whether or not it is their personal device.
Prohibit the use of unencrypted media, such as standard USB thumb drives, to transfer sensitive data.

In 2013, a network engineer at CitiBank came to
realize he was about to get fired and decided to attack
his employer before they fired him. He reset the
configurations on nine routers which controlled the flow
of data across their North American network. In doing
so, he brought down 90% of the network for nearly an
entire day, costing them millions of dollars.
Large organizations with complex systems regularly
implement process intensive access control
procedures to grant employee access to systems and
recertify the need for access to those systems on a
periodic basis. For many small and mid-size
organizations, this is probably excessive.
However, even SMBs can easily find themselves struggling to keep track of who has access to what systems.
Suppose you have 10 employees, and each employee, on average, accesses five different systems. For some systems,
all users have access, and for others, some users have access. Additionally, for some of the systems, user permissions
vary by user. And other systems have a single set of permissions for all users. Some folders on your network are shared
with everyone, and other folders are shared with only certain individuals. With just 10 employees, you could easily find
yourself having to remember well over a hundred IT access
data points. You don’t need the additional mental overhead
from remembering everyone’s access rights on top of
everything else you need to do to operate a successful
1. In policy, assign responsibility for
business.
performing a periodic inventory of sensitive
At the very minimum, organizations should maintain an
data, where it is stored, and who has access
to it, including backups.
updated list of the IT access profile for each employee.
Although not the size of Citibank, SMBs risk “bad leavers” as
2. Based on the criticality of the data and
well. They may purposefully delete files, steal sensitive data
current protections, determine effective and
efficient means of protecting it.
to bring to their new employer who may be a competitor, and
more. It is therefore important to have a reliable inventory of
the systems your employees have access to and solid exit
procedures to ensure user access is deactivated timely.

Not all data is created equally. The cat pictures your coworkers email around are not nearly as important as your
customer data, accounting records, and intellectual property. Critical data should receive commensurate levels of
protection. Just as with your cyber-doors and cyber-windows, step one is to inventory your critical data and determine
where it is located. Step two is to protect it. The type of protection needed is going to depend on the type of data and
where it is located. For example, if you use a web-based customer relationship management application to manage your
customer data, your provider may deliver most of the protections you need. But if you are self-hosting, then you will want
to ensure the database is backed up. Personal information, such as social security numbers, might be saved in an
encrypted file, so that even if the data was stolen, it would be useless to the thief and you have a much better story to tell
your customers. If you store credit card data or health data, then there are specific requirements that you must follow,
namely PCI and HIPAA, respectively.

1. In policy, assign responsibility for maintaining an inventory of system access.
2. At a minimum, require access to sensitive systems or sensitive transactions be approved, formally or
informally, by an organizational leader.
3. Periodically review the access lists to verify access is appropriate.

Suppose that the worst case happens and you've been hacked,
ransomware propagates across your network, or an ill-willed insider
destroys critical records. You need to be able to recover and recover
quickly. After all, your customers are waiting, and you are in the
business of providing your product or service, not spending days or
weeks rebuilding your systems.
With a robust backup system in place, recovery from these attacks
can be a relatively painless procedure. A good practice is to start
creating backups of your most critical data, and, for the same reason
we have fire drills, periodically practice restoring it. Practice
restorations are important because many applications have custom backup procedures that produce a copy of data that is
meant to be ingested by the application’s restore function. Data that is backed up improperly may not be able to be
restored quickly or at all.

1. In policy, assign responsibility for
performing backups of critical data and
periodically testing data restoration
procedures.
2. Assess your current backups to determine if:
a. All critical data is backed up
b. Periodic (daily) backups are created and
stored separately from the network.
c. Critical/sensitive data that is backed up
is also protected from unauthorized
access

At least one of your backups should be maintained separately
from your network. Backup systems that are persistently
connected to your network may become compromised during a
security event, rendering it useless. This weakness can also
translate to cloud backup solutions which automatically
replicate data from your network and databases to the cloud
storage facility.
A helpful guideline is the 3-2-1 rule: 3 copies of your data on 2
different types of media with 1 being off-site, but your needs
may vary.

1. According to Trend Micro, 91% of cyberattacks start with a targeted “spear-phishing” email.6
2. The FBI found that from October 2013 until February of 2016, roughly two and a half years, that $2.3 billion was
stolen from 17,624 corporate victims in business email compromise scams that convince individuals with wire
transfer authority to send money to a fraudster. 7
3. According to IBM, security awareness training is the 3rd most effective measure to contain costs should a
breach occur.8
The end user continues to represent an access point for attackers. Spam filters, firewalls, anti-virus and other
technological defenses can and do help, but they are far from perfect. Hackers and scammers are constantly creating
attack vectors that beat security to get access to organizational staff and systems. Every employee should be aware of
the technological limitations and the potential costs of a security event to an organization.
Most employees are unaware of the technological limitations of cybersecurity, and proceed under belief that cybersecurity
is not their job. By the time an email gets to their inbox, it must
be safe, and if it isn’t, it’s someone else’s fault. Likewise, if a
website isn’t blocked, it must be safe. These are, of course,
dangerous assumptions to make.
1. In policy, require that all new staff obtain a
security awareness training.
1. Inform staff of the threats that they are most likely to
encounter
2. Motivate them to stay vigilant for attacks
One effective way to motivate staff is to personalize the costs
of the breach, which may include their own identity theft, lost
jobs, and fractured friendships. Staff must feel personally
invested in your organizational cybersecurity. Everyone plays
a role, and the more staff that consider themselves part of your
security apparatus, the less likely you are to suffer a breach.

2. Perform security awareness training for all
staff periodically.
3. Mount simulated email-based attacks against
employees to assess their abilities and provide
continuous training.
4. Periodically email security updates to ensure
staff remain aware of the latest threats.
5. Reinforce the importance of vigilance at
company meetings.

Cyber-insurance is a relatively new type of insurance to help companies mitigate the risk of financial loss originating from
a cyber-attack. A cyber-attack can cause financial loss in a number of ways, most of which are insurable. Some,
however, are generally not.

Examples of Types of Loss from Cyber-Attacks
Source of Loss

Insurable?

Ransoms paid

Yes

Lost revenue due to downtime

Yes

Cost of hired consultants to manage restore systems

Yes

Attorney’s fees

Yes

Cost of credit monitoring services purchased

Yes

Legal settlements or court ordered damages

Yes

Crisis Management Consultants

Yes

Funds stolen through a wire fraud

Yes

Funds stolen through compromised accounts

Yes

Lost revenue due to lost customer confidence

No

Lost revenue due to the loss of key sales people

No

Reduced business value due to brand damage

No

Although cyber-insurance has existed in some form for over a decade, it lacks the standardization that consumers have
come to expect in many insurance products. As a result, it is critical to consult a knowledgeable broker who will take time
understand your business and technology risks so a properly tailored policy can be crafted with the types and amounts of
coverage you need. A broker who is eager to quote you a price without taking the time to understand your needs is
probably the wrong broker.
Many insurance policies use language that has very specific meanings. It is therefore also important to retain a
cybersecurity attorney to review your policy and be your advocate as you negotiate specific items in your policy. Without
an attorney’s assistance during the formation of your
policy, you may find yourself facing off with your
insurance company in a losing legal battle.
For example, an attorney will make sure your policy
adequately features both 1st party coverage and 3rd
party coverage. 1st party claims cover your costs
associated with responding and recovering from the
breach. 3rd party claims are generally the costs
incurred when you are sued as a result of a breach.
For any breach, you are almost certain to directly incur
damages and therefore have a 1st party claim. You
are less likely to be sued as a result of a breach than
incur damages; however, the cost from being sued is
potentially much greater than direct damages.

An attorney can also help you establish a retroactive date for your policy effectiveness. This policy feature can help
account for the situation where a breach has occurred, and you have not yet discovered it. Some policy holders request
this feature with appreciation of the fact that attacks are sometimes not discovered until well after they occur and the
thieves have absconded with and sold the data. Merchants, such as hotels and fast food restaurants, frequently don’t
realize they’ve been hacked until they are notified by the credit card companies who have performed forensic analysis of
fraud reports of card charges.

1. Identify a trustworthy broker who will take
time to understand your needs and has
cyber-insurance experience.
2. Identify a competent attorney who can
review your policy and help negotiate
language and coverage with the broker.
3. Comply with the terms of your policy.
4. Try to establish a 1 year retroactive date.

Last, it is incredibly important to comply with the terms of your
coverage. When you obtain a cyber-insurance policy, you are
likely to make representations to the insurance company
about the state of your cyber defenses, including such
functions as having an incident response plan, using strong
passwords, or keeping software up-to-date. If you suffer a
breach, and the insurance company discovers you
misrepresented the cyber defenses you have in place, they
may deny your claim, as happened to Cottage Health
System.9

Organizations of any size should have some type of incident response plan. An incident response plan outlines the steps
your company takes when responding to cyber incidents. Smaller companies or companies without complex IT
infrastructure might incorporate the cyber incident response plan into their overall incident response plan, which may
cover situations like inclement weather, an employee who doesn’t report to work, or other work related emergencies.
Companies with complex IT infrastructure should have a dedicated IT incident response policy that can deal with system
outages, performance issues, and cyber incidents.
Incident response plans, as one might expect, should include the steps to follow to identify, contain, and recover from an
incident. But an incident response plan can also address:

An important part of responding to a breach is not
making the situation worse. As your technical teams
work to deal with an incident, avoid using the word
“breach”; use “incident” instead. The term breach may
be interpreted by courts as acknowledgement of stolen
data.
If you suspect you have a breach, your first call should
be to your cyber insurer, if you have one. Your second
call should be to your cyber attorney. Once you have an
experienced cyber attorney in your corner, let him or her
direct all further activities in responding. Your attorney
will help you make public statements without
incriminating yourself, comply with breach notification
laws and other regulations, and potentially protect your
internal research into the breach under attorney-client
privilege to prevent it from being discoverable, should
the breach result in litigation.

1. Implement, at a minimum, a basic incident
response plan
2. If you think you have a breach:
a. Don’t use the word “breach”; use “incident”
b. Call your insurer
c. Call your cyber attorney
d. Do what your attorney says

Two friends were out hiking when a grizzly bear crossed their path. They froze in their tracks and stared at the bear and
the bear stared right back at them. One said to the other –“Don't run, it’s impossible for a human to out run a bear.” The
other begins to run and says –“I don't need to out run the bear, I just need to out run you!”
Cybersecurity is an incredible challenge for small businesses. And it's true that you'll never have perfectly secure
systems. Someone with enough talent and time will likely find a way into your systems. However, by starting to take the
steps in this article, you'll have a much better chance of making yourself an unattractive target for an attacker and sending
cybercriminals searching for an easier meal.

Keiter’s Cybersecurity team can adapt to meet the needs of clients large and small while addressing the latest
cybersecurity threats and providing critical insight into an organization’s cybersecurity footprint.
Good cybersecurity starts with strong corporate governance and ends with properly trained staff and secured systems.
Our team provides a variety of services which address the full spectrum of corporate cybersecurity needs.
Most executives only realize the value of cybersecurity after a costly breach. Contact us today to schedule a discussion of
your cybersecurity needs.

Chris Moschella is a Manager in Keiter’s Risk Advisory Services. Chris has a strong combination of IT skills, which range
from IT audit and internal control assessments, including general computer controls and application controls, to full stack
web development. Most recently, Chris developed a Cybersecurity web application that assesses an organization’s
resistance to social engineering attacks.

Keiter is a team of experienced accountants and advisors with the knowledge to identify opportunities and the
commitment to see them through. We understand that you depend on us to identify, communicate and help shape the
financial decisions that determine the success of your business. The Keiter team works with both mature and early-stage,
privately-held entities, in the capacity of auditors, business advisors, tax advisors, and valuation experts. Whether
performing an audit, preparing a tax return, or providing specialized consulting services, we are always focused on
providing fresh insights and creating new opportunities to help our clients grow.

